HERITAGE BOOST TO PLEASANT HILLS
Heritage places at Pleasant Hills have been given a boost by Lockhart Shire. The annual local heritage grants program is
jointly funded by Lockart Shire Council and NSW Office of Environment and Heritage. It was used in the 2013-2014
financial year to assist local residents in organising important local history projects for their community. Susan Creek of
the Tidy Towns Committee and her husband Peter discussed history sign locations with the local community and
installed the signs. Narelle Morey of the Pleasant Hills Hall Committee ensured that the community hall got a facelift,
with much-needed external painting. Bruna Terlich of the church parish organised painting of the church. While
Council’s heritage grants only pay for a small part of some projects, they do provide encouragement to local owners.
There is also help with coordination from Council’s Heritage Adviser, Peter Kabaila.

Community volunteer Post Mistress Allayne Newton stands by the newly installed history sign at Pleasant Hills Post
Office.

The Lutheran Church exterior has been painted in colours that blend in with other village buildings at Pleasant Hills.
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Painter Danny Cocking adds finishing touches to the Pleasant Hills Hall.

The Hall has been painted in a traditional colour scheme, in keeping with other buildings at the village.
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Peter Creek, who is part of the hall committee, at the newly painted hall and history sign.

Marty Lambert at his historic property Mirridong.
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Owners Brida and Ian McGee at the former police station show the history sign that will adorn their property.

The Pleasant Hills Community Hotel is staffed by volunteers and is an important local landmark.

Important local places such as the original village water supply dam are now marked with history signs installed by
Peter Creek.
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Pleasant Hills school, started in 1891, now has a history plaque at the front reception.

The Lutheran Cemetery
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History signs on day of delivery to Peter and Susan Creek’s home. Left to right, Susan Creek, Peter Creek, Bruna
Terlich. On the table, tea with Bruna and Susan’s home-made biscuits and cakes. Delicious!
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